Cooking Chamber

Cooking chamber

All steel construction

The cooking chamber has been constructed for
cooking sausages, ham and similar products that
requires a temperature of 70 to 90oC.

The cooking chamber is constructed with 1.5mm
stainless steel plates welded together for a totally
air and water tight construction. This eliminates the
need for rubber gaskets. The modules have 80mm
isolation to minimize heat loss.
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Floor
The floor is made up of 3mm steel plates and
a thick layer of concrete. This ensures a rock
stable surface that can handle very heavy trolleys
and products.
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Doors
Single door construction with changeable door
gaskets made from sillicon. Every door comes with
a safety mechanism for opening the doors from the
inside of the cooking chamber. The doors have 3
rust free hinges.
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Notes of interest
The chamber can be combined with a cooling
system.

Heating & Ventilation

Microprocessor

The forced air circulation is generated using
powerful circulation fans. One fan over each
trolley.

The cooking chamber is fully computer controlled
that monitors and controls the entire production.
This ensures exact regulation of the parameters
trough the entire process.

Heating
The cooking chamber is heated up by direct steam.
Steam ensures minimal weight loss to the products
and ensures that the flavors are sealed in.
Exhaust
A damper and evacuation fan is placed on top of the
plant. The damper is controlled by a pneumatic
cylinder connected to the computer.
Exhaust
A damper and evacuation fan is placed on top of the
plant. The damper is controlled by a pneumatic
cylinder connected to the computer.

Valves
All valves and pipes are
made of stainless steel.

(Option)
The chamber can be
combined with a
cooling system.
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